Co-op Launches New Website
The Other White Milk

By Aviva Gold

Raw milk. Some people say it
will cure your cancer; others say
it will kill you. While the truth is
probably neither of those things,
it’s a fascinating debate, and if
you like government conspiracy
theories, public health discussions, or underdog fights, you
will find endless fodder in the raw
milk saga.
If you’re not sure what exactly
raw milk is, the name really says
it all. Raw milk is milk that hasn’t
been pasteurized, homogenized,
or processed in any way. The sale
of raw milk is highly regulated
in most places in the US. In New
York State, you can purchase raw
milk legally from state certified
vendors whose product is monitored frequently and vigorously.
You can only purchase it on the
farm on which it is produced, and
you have to use your own jars.
In St. Lawrence County, we
have only one such vendor, and
that’s Jessica Prosper of Prosper’s
Farmstead Creamery in North
Lawrence. As Co-op shoppers
you are likely familiar with the
yogurt she also produces. She
milks around 15 cows, mostly
Jerseys, and describes her farming
practices as sound and common
sense. “I know that quality milk
and well cared for cows are important to my customers, and that
is always in the forefront of my

mind. My family drinks the milk,
and I take it seriously that other
people are trusting me to supply
their families with milk as well,”
she says. She’s also happy to give
you details and show you around
if you are interested in buying
milk from her.
I am the organizer of the Potsdam Raw Milk Buying Club. We
take turns driving out to Jessica’s
farm each week. We have five
households currently in our club,
and recently another buying club
has been organized in Canton.
There are a lot of reasons to
buy raw milk, and everyone who
does it has their own combination of reasons for doing so. Jan
DeWaters is a member of our
buying club. She explained why
she loves being part of the cooperative. “Shared food and shared
community add value to the food
we eat.” She adds, “I love filling
my fridge, pantry, and family with
locally sourced food. And it tastes
great. We all love the cream that
we separate out and put in our
coffee. We never have to buy half
& half any more.”
One of my main reasons for
participating, in addition to the
great taste, is financial, and not
exactly the way you might think.
A gallon of raw milk from Proper’s Farm costs $6, which is considerably more than a gallon of
conventional milk, and considerably less than a gallon of certified

organic milk.
But what I
like about
paying $6
directly to my
farmer is that
she has chosen the price
of her product, which is
impossible
for most
dairy farmers.
Because of
the way milk
is regulated,
the federal
government
determines
how much a
dairy farmer
Jessica Prosper in her fields with some of her Jerseys. Prosper’s Farmstead Creamery in North Lawrence
gets paid for
is the only farm in St. Lawrence County licensed to sell raw milk.
their fluid
of Potsdam, and are interested in
convenient, even with the buying
milk, and for the most part, it’s
joining our buying club, contact
club structure. Jan told me she
not much, and it fluctuates wildly
me at goaviva@gmail.com. I can
sometimes dreads spending the
depending on a number of factors
also put you in touch with the
time it takes to fetch and deliver
including the quality of the milk
Canton buying club, or help you
milk when it’s her turn. But in
and international markets. And
get started forming your own.
the end, she says, “going out to
while this system has made it so
the farm brightens my day, even
that we are able to produce more
Prosper’s Farmstead Creamery
when I’m super busy. I put somemilk than in any time in history, it
Open by appointment
thing good to listen to into my
has also produced a dairy system
Jessica Prosper
car CD player, enjoy the scenery,
that many people feel leads to the
518-353-1514
get uplifted by the farm visit, and
questionable treatment of animals,
88 Cemetery Rd., North Lawrence
then I get to say hello to a bunch
and has heavily impacted the naprospersfarmsteadcreamery@
of people that I like!” I agree.
ture of rural communities. Buying
If you are interested in learning gmail.com
the milk directly from the source
facebook.com/proserscreamery
more about raw milk, there are
helps us maintain other options
plenty of resources on the web.
for dairy farmers.
If you live in or near the Village
Purchasing raw milk can be in-
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September 10 1-4pm. A carpool will leave the store at noon. Snacks will be
provided. Come see where your food comes from!

Join us Saturday September 17 11-3pm at the Co-op for our annual outdoor
Open House under the big tent! There will be live music, samples from local Coop vendors, food from our Carriage House Bakery and Deli, and activities for
kids. A 10% discount will be offered to all store shoppers for the day. Enter our
bread raffle to win a loaf of Carriage House bread each week for 12 weeks!
There will be a member-only, monthly pot luck dinner the 4th Thursday of
each month at the Town Hall community room from 6pm to 8pm. Bring a dish
to share and your own place setting. This is a social gathering with no meeting
or agenda.

Co -op Wish List

We’re a frugal bu
nch at Co op, and we lo ve
re-using
items. Here are a
few things
we co uld use. If
yo u can
help, please contac
t
eric@potsdamco op
.co m.

• Portable screen
and projector for meetin
gs and
presentations
• Chairs for the “c
onference
table” above the
bakery
• Chairs for tables
on the
porch

Thanks,
Eric

Become a contributor! Before making a submission to the newsletter, please familiarize yourself with the Newsletter
Submission Guidelines available on our website and in the store. The next newsletter deadline is October 1st with
delivery around November 15th. Submissions can be made via email to newsletter@potsdamcoop.com.
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From the General Manager

SEED COMMITTEE
Most of our seed committee is retiring
this year so I want to appreciate Jackie
Miller, Joanne Ackermann, and Gene
Kaczka for all their years of dedication and
hard work towards our seed program. They
have each been on the committee for over
ten years and are ready to pass it on. Our
seed program would not be what it is today
without the care that the entire committee
puts into trying to have the best seeds
available each year.
If you are interested in joining the
committee please email me as we are
looking for members to fill the vacant
spaces.

BREAD PRICES
By now I’m sure you have noticed that
we have increased the price of Carriage
House Bakery bread. The last time there
was an increase was in 2009, so it has been
seven years. This was not an easy decision
to make and it is not one that we have
taken lightly. Two years ago we switched
over from organic to conventional flour
to avoid a price increase, a decision made
by our membership at the annual meeting.
The rising cost of ingredients as well as
minimum wage makes it difficult for the
Carriage House to be sustainable.

By Eric Jesner
As I’m writing this update our produce
department is beginning to fill up with
local vegetables. We had a great strawberry
season this year selling over 350 quarts
in two weeks. Local tomatoes are here
and blueberries are beginning to show up
slowly. I am looking forward to the rest of
this year’s growing season and all of the
local goodies we are privileged to get.

We have augmented labor in the
Bakery over the past year, which lead to
a swell in sales and a decrease in labor
percentage. An expanded product selection
and the addition of a panini grill has also
helped to increase sales. We continue to
look for ways to make the Carriage House
more efficient and profitable.
NCFC VISIT
In mid-July Andy, Alissa, and I
went to Plattsburgh to visit the North
Country Food Co-op. The purpose of the
visit was to support principle six of the
cooperative principles: cooperation among
cooperatives. We toured the store, which is
in the middle of a $500,000 remodel, and
spent time with Carol (General Manager)
and Jeremiah (Project Manager). It was
great getting to connect with them as well
as look for ways to work together in the
future.
CCMA
CCMA, the Consumer Cooperative
Management Association conference,
was held in Amherst, MA in June. Due
to the proximity to Potsdam, Alissa and
I were able to attend with over 400 other
cooperators from around the country. There
were two keynote speakers, five breakout

sessions, and plenty of time to network
with other cooperators. We came back
invigorated and full of information we
shared at the following board meeting, and
have already begun to implement a few
ideas that we learned at the conference.
The best part was that we were awarded a
scholarship from the Howard Bowers fund
that covered one of our registration fees
of $850. The experience was so valuable
that I will make every effort to include the
cost of sending two people, staff and board
members, in our budget every year moving
forward. Please feel free to speak with us
about the experience if you are interested.
BUILDING & GROUNDS
I would like to appreciate Stefan
Grimberg and Bob Josephson for giving up
most of their July 4th holiday to upgrade
our bathroom. Abby Lee was also kind
enough to spend a few evenings the week
prior painting the bathroom. While we
were not able to move the toilet away from
the wall, the new taller toilet should be
easier to use. We also made sure to get a
dual flush toilet to help conserve water.
Thank you all for greatly improving the
Co-op bathroom.

potsdamcoop.com | @Potsdam_Co-op | facebook.com/PotsdamCoop | statigr.am/potsdamco_op

Potsdam Co-op

Do you have an upcoming event or
adventure that the Co-op community would
be interested in? One great way to share
it with the Co-op crowd is by “taking
over” our Instagram account for a day and
posting photos and video for the Co-op’s
audience to follow. Email Jayne@potsdamcoop.com and let her know about your
gardening, baking, foraging, or otherwise
Co-op related event. Participants will be
contacted with instructions on how to
access the account and they will have the
opportunity to post photos and videos of

Takeover!

their Co-op related activities for a day!
Another great way to share your Co-op
related activities is by sharing photos with
us using the hashtag #potsdamcoop . You
can do this any time and do not need to
“take over” our social media to do so.
If you haven’t done so already, follow
the @potsdamco_op Instagram for more
photos and videos from special Co-op
events and activities year-round! New to
Instagram? Instagram is a free social media
app for smartphones that allows users to
share photos with followers around the

world. Once users sign up for an Instagram
account, they can edit their photos with
filters and other tools in the app and then
post the photo for other users to see.
Including hashtags such as #potsdamcoop in the caption of the photos allows
more Instagram users to find photos and
videos related to that topic. Download the
Instagram app today and sign up to follow
updates from friends, family, and even the
@potsdamco_op account!

Our Mission Statement

Co-op Board Members

The Potsdam Consumer Cooperative, Inc. is owned and
operated by its members and is dedicated to meeting the
community’s need for specialty and whole foods at the
lowest possible cost. As a member of the local community interested in its well-being, we will attempt to use local
sources whenever feasible.
We strive to provide a pleasant shopping experience and
working environment, with an emphasis on education,
shared information, and developing our relationship with
the community. We encourage environmental respect
through the goods we sell and in the manner in which we
conduct our daily operations. We are committed to providing a model of responsible business practices based on
the cooperative principles of open membership, democratic control, limited return on share capital or investments, return of surplus to members, continuous education, cooperation among cooperatives and concern for our
local community.
Potsdam Food Cooperative
24 Elm Street, Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 265-4630
mail@potsdamcoop.com
www.potsdamcoop.com

Store Hours

Daily 8:00am - 7:00pm
Except major holidays

The Co-op Accepts
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cash
Checks
MasterCard/VISA
EBT/SNAP
Co-op Gift Cards
Potsdam Chamber
of Commerce Gift
Certificates

Abigail Lee, President | leeajhd@verizon.net
Laura Cordts, Vice President | lcordts@cphospital.org
Robin McClellan, Treasurer | robin.mcclellan@gmail.com
Joe Andriano, Secretary | andrianoj@gmail.com
Vanessa Bittner | vanessa.bittner@gmail.com
Mary Egan | x_megan_x@hotmail.com
Erica LaFountain | erica.lafountain@gmail.com
Pamela Maurer | pamela36@gmail.com
Maggie McKenna | mmckenna.violin@gmail.com
Rajiv Narula | rajiv_clarkson@yahoo.com
Eric Ochranek | eochranek@gmail.com
Marie Richards | mrichards@cphospital.org

Potsdam Food Co-op Staff
Linzie Adair | Cashier
Bakari Adams | Produce Buyer
Chris Affre | Carriage House Manager | carriagehouse@potsdamcoop.com
Christoff Bemis | Baker
Lynn Clark | Bookkeeping/Marketing | lynn@potsdamcoop.com
Jayne Galusha | IT Specialist
Alexandra Gausby | Baker
Alissa Haller | Front End Supervisor
Ryan Hess | Deli
Andrew Hickman | Cashier
Penny Jandreau | Bakery
Eric Jesner | General Manager | eric@potsdamcoop.com
Megan Kent | Working Owner Coordinator | workingowner@potsdamcoop.com
Jessie LaRose | Cashier
Erik Laubscher | Cashier
Ryan Meashaw | Cashier
Janice Pease | Cashier
Andy Peet | Lead Buyer | andy@potsdamcoop.com
Jessica Peters | Lead Baker
Rob Ramsay | Deli
Chris Strebendt | Deli Supervisor
Dylan Ward | Bakery

Contact Us
Potsdam Food Co-op����������������������������������������������������������������������������������mail@potsdamcoop.com
Newsletter Editor������������������������������������������������������������������������������potsdamcoopnews@gmail.com
Newsletter Submissions.................................................................... newsletter@potsdamcoop.com
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Co-op Community News is the official newsletter of the Potsdam Consumer Cooperative, Inc. in Potsdam, NY. It is published seasonally and serves
as an open forum for the exchange of information and ideas between Co-op members. Articles appearing in this newsletter may be reprinted in other
cooperative newsletters provided credit is given to Potsdam Co-op Community News and to the author of the article. We welcome submissions and
comments from members and non-members. Submissions can be sent via e-mail to eric@potsdamcoop.com.
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Bone Broth: What is the Hype?

Jar #1 (left) bones soaking in water with 1-2 tablespoons of raw, apple cider vinegar
to extract minerals and nutrients. Jar #2 (right) finished bone broth.

By Paula Youmell
Perhaps you remember your
mom or grandma feeding you
chicken soup when you were ill.
Most chicken soup stock was
made with the bones, cartilage,
and the hunks of attacked chicken
meat. (If you are vegetarian or
vegan… don’t bail on me just yet.
I have plant based gut healing
suggestions as well. Bare with me
on this bones thing.)
Animal bone broths have been
used for hundreds of years, thousands really, for their nourishment
and healing benefits. People inherently knew the healing benefits
of the daily food and life choices
they made. However, modern
living somehow requires scientific
proof that what we are doing is
worthwhile. Research into the
benefits of bone broth is available
and plenty to satisfy the scientifically inclined.
After the long soak and simmer
to make bone broth (recipe to follow), the resultant gelatinous and
slightly fatty liquid contains valuable minerals and nutrients in a
form your body can easily absorb,
circulate in your bloodstream, and
be taken in and used by your body
cells. These nutrients include amino acids, calcium, magnesium,
phosphorus, potassium, silicon,
sulfur chondroitin, glucosamine,
collagen, and a variety of trace
minerals and other nutrients. The
gelatin in bone broth supports gut
lining health, gut lining healing,
and proper digestion.
Bone broth has been proven
to help with infection fighting
(why Mom and Gram gave you
chicken soup when you were sick
with the cold and flu). Bone broth
contains amino acids that easily
nourish the body on the cellular
level. L-arginine and L-glutamine are two nourishing amino

acids present in bone broth that
decrease inflammation in the gut
(and whole body inflammation)
assisting the immune system in its
never ending job of fighting infections and inflammation. L-glutamine is known for its gut health
enhancing properties. L-glutamine
helps to heal and seal the lining of
the digestive tract, your gut.
Many issues of modern living
(antibiotics, hand sanitizers,
modern wheat-gluten and dairy,
chlorine and fluoride in drinking water, household chemicals,
cosmetic chemicals, glyphosphate
and other industrial agricultural
chemicals… the list is neverending) create inflammation in the
gut. An inflamed gut lining creates
problems that allow undigested
particles of food, chemicals, microbes, etc. to directly enter into
the bloodstream. This happens
because the gut inflammation
creates a diseased small intestinal
condition medically referred to as
increased intestinal permeability.
This disease of the body’s
small intestine is more commonly
known as Leaky Gut Syndrome.
The small intestine has junctions
that are very tightly packed together. These tight junctions serve
the wonderful purpose of keeping
unwanted particles (chemicals,
bacteria, viruses…) in the digestive tract to be dealt with and
passed out in solid waste or digesting food down to the smallest
particles (carbohydrates to simple
sugars, proteins to amino acids,
fats to fatty acids) to be absorbed,
circulated, and used for cellular
nutrition.
The issues of modern living,
mentioned above, create inflammation that irritates and erodes
away the gut and loosens these
tight junctions. When these junctions are loosened, all hell breaks
loose in the body. The above men-

tioned substances pass through
the now loose junctions directly
into the bloodstream. This is not
meant to be. The substances are
meant to be digested first, cleaned
up by the liver, and/or passed out
of the body. When they slip into
circulation because the junctions
are no longer tight enough to
keep them where they belong,
the immune system attacks them.
Antibodies are created by the
immune system to combat these
substances that are seen as foreign
invaders, or antigens. Because
the body has created antibodies to
this substance, the next time the
substance is consumed the body is
already prepared to wage war on
the assumed antigen. The immune
response to this now problem
food or substance actually happens before the food even reaches
the intestines. Over time, the body
wears down from this cycle of
inflammation, gut juncture loosening, seepage of the unwanteds
into the blood stream, and a result
can be that the body starts attacking itself (auto-immune issues).
This is a simplified explanation
meant to assist in the understanding of what in the body goes awry
when there is an imbalance in
the gut: an inflamed gut lining
contributes to leaky gut syndrome
and the resultant food sensitivities
and allergies, auto-immune conditions, and many other inflammatory body issues leading to a host
of disease.
L-Glutamine, contained in bone
broth, is a gut junction healer. It
helps to soothe the inflamed gut
and heal the loose junctions back
to their tight junctions. Tight
junctions are immune system and
whole body health enhancing.
Knowing some substances and
habits that can contribute to leaky
gut issues and understanding how
bone broth plays a crucial role
in the healing of this condition,
it’s time to learn how to make
bone broth. (Again, I have added
vegetarian and vegan suggestions
to mimic, as closely as possible,
bone broth’s healing benefits to
your gut and body’s health.)

MAKING BROTH

Did you know that bone broth
Cafés are quite popular in metropolitan areas?
Bone broths are made with
fish, chicken, turkey, beef, pork,
or lamb bones in water. Different
animal bones and tissues have
different nutrients and benefits.
(Buffalo, venison, rabbit, wild
bird bones are fine as well.) Use
only bones, cartilage, feet, tails,
etc. from pasture raised or wild

animals. Never use bones from
commercially raised animals that
are given antibiotics, hormones,
and/or fed genetically modified
feed (corn, soy, etc.). You are
what you eat, and animals are
what they eat. If unhealthy substances were used in the raising of
the animals, those substances will
be concentrated in the animal’s
bones and body tissues, and therefore concentrated in your finished
bone broth.
1. Put slightly meaty bones,
cartilage, feet, tails, etc. (they
do not have to be stripped clean
of meat) in a sauce pan or big
soup pot and cover with water. I
break up the bones as best I can
and squish them down into the
soup pot bottom.
2. Add a generous tablespoon of
raw apple cider vinegar (ACV)
and cover the pot. If you are
doing a big pot of bone broth
use more of the ACV. For estimation purposes I use a heaping
tablespoon of ACV for the
bones of a whole chicken.
3. Soak the bones in the vinegar
water at least overnight.
4. Slowly simmer the bones for
several hours the next day. Gently bring the bone-filled pot to a
simmer on the stove top.
5. Place the pot of bones in an
oven pre-heated to 220 F and
bake for 5-6 hours if chicken
or fish bones, and 6-8 hours if
harder bones of pork or beef
6. After simmering, you can
remove the bones and use the
broth as a soup stock or eat
the broth as it is. I add a bit of
unrefined sea salt to taste.
7. If making soup, sauté veggies
and other soup ingredients
before adding them to the hot
bone broth. This avoids further
simmering of the broth.
8. Toward the end of bone broth
simmering you can add herbs
that contribute to the anti-inflammatory effects: turmeric,
ginger root, rosemary, thyme,
oregano, etc.
9. When rewarming the broth for
sipping, I will sometimes add
small amounts of marshmallow
root powder, slippery elm bark
powder, and/or licorice root
powder. These herbs are anti-inflammatory and also contribute
to the soothing effect and the
heal-and-seal of the gut.
I often keep my bones soaking
in the vinegar solution for days or
weeks. I keep the bones in a wide
mouth canning jar in the fridge. I
add bones to this jar until I have
enough to justify making bone
broth and/or the outside temperature is cool enough to be ok with

my long oven usage. With fall and
winter just around the corner, it is
a good time of the year for long
cooking of bone broth.
Enjoy making and sipping bone
broth.
As a vegetarian or vegan you
can cook up vegetable broths that
are enhanced with herbs such as
turmeric, ginger root, rosemary,
thyme, oregano.
• Slippery elm, marshmallow, and
licorice root have coating and
soothing effects on the gut lining. I use them in many ways as
bonus gut health foods. Teas or
the powdered herbs mixed into
plain/full fat yogurt with added
L-glutamine powder are great
options.
• Add red cabbage to your soup
as it is a plant based source of
L-glutamine. Red Cabbage is
considered the densest vegetable
form of L-glutamine. Making red
cabbage sauerkraut is another
great way to use cabbage and
create a highly bio-available
form of l-glutamine.
• Other sources of L-glutamine to
help tighten up those junctions;
the highest levels are found in
grass-fed beef, bison, chicken,
and free range eggs. Raw dairy
products from grass-fed cows
and goats are also very high in
L-glutamine.
• Plant sources, such as almonds,
pistachios, walnuts, pumpkin
seeds, sunflower seeds, peanuts
and peanut butter are all good
sources (peanuts can be disturbing to gut health in people
with pre-existing gut issues).
Dried lentils, peas, and beans
contribute L-glutamine as well.
Other vegetables sources include
spinach, parsley, and beets.
• It is best if these vegetables are
consumed raw or fermented in
order to maximize their glutamine content and increase
bioavailability. Cooking heat, especially high heat, breaks down
the L-glutamine.
• A recipe for using raw, red
cabbage in fresh slaws: http://
www.paulayoumellrn.com/winter-salad/
• Making sauerkraut with red
cabbage: http://www.paulayoumellrn.com/blog/2014/02/04/ipopped-the-cranberry-of-fermentation
Two websites for further learning about bone broth and healing
the gut lining (type bone broth
or leaky gut syndrome into the
search bar):
• http://www.mercola.co
• https://draxe.com/

Travels with Freddie 2016 Recipes
“These recipes were gathered on a 5-week cross-country trip with my dog, Freddie.” - Anne Burnham

RHUBARB BREAD PUDDING
Bake at 350, 50-60min

1 cup Rhubarb, cut in 1” pieces;
1/2 cup sugar; 1/2 cup stale bread
crumbs, cut in 1” pieces (The Coop white loves are great for this).
Combine these 3 in a baking dish.
For the custard, combine in a bowl
and beat: 3 eggs; 1/2 cup sugar;
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1cup half & half; 1 1/2 cup milk;
1/4 tsp nutmeg. Pour over rhubarb
and bread. Push down do bread gets
damp. Leave for 1 hour to overnight. For the topping: dot with butter; combine 1 Tbsp brown sugar;
1/2 tsp cinnamon Sprinkle over top
and add before baking. Bake in a
dish of water if possible. Test to see
if a knife comes out clean.
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PUTINESCA

1 cup pasta. While pasta is cooking,
prepare the sauce: 3 cloves garlic
minced; Salt & Pepper; 2 pints
cherry or grape tomatoes, halved (a
great way to use up all of these that
inundate us mid-summer); Optional:
Kalamata olives, pitted and halved;
Mushrooms in 3-4 Tbsp olive oil.

When pasta is done, add to sauce: 3
Tbsp capers; 2Tbsp \juice of capers;
Baby spinich(or older shredded) or
swiss chard
Mix pasta with sauce. Cover with
grated parmesan or romano cheese.

Plastics

By Alissa Haller, Floor Manager
We don’t know everything that is
in plastic, and neither do food companies. Ask anyone on the street what
paper is made of: trees. How about
plastic? You may get an answer but
what is that chemical compound
really? Plastics are made of oil or
natural gas, but are also processed and
filled with various unknown chemicals to make them clear, pliable, heat
resistant, etc. The ingredients and
chemicals that go into making plastic
are kept secret by those who produce
them--even kept secret from food
companies.1
Plastics also may not be suitable for
vegetarians. According to Beth Terry
(author of “Plastic Free: How I Kicked
the Plastic Habit and How You Can
To”, 2012), who has eliminated plastic
from her life for years, some companies use chicken fat on the exterior
of plastic bags to make them more
slippery.3
Many think that recycling is the
answer. We buy a plastic water bottle,
not knowing what else is seeping
into our bodies besides the water, and
when we are done, we should toss it
in the recycling bin: right? But where
does it go from there? “Most plastic
from the U.S. gets shipped to China to
be recycled... where it’s melted down
in plants that pollute the local air and
water, manned by people who work
with little to no protective gear.”1 A
plastic bottle doesn’t become a plastic
bottle once it is “downcycled”. It
becomes a carpet, a computer mouse,
or even is added to clothing. Many
people are also often confused about
what the small numbers on the bottle
of plastic containers means. This indicates what the plastic is made out of
(see chart). Here is a quick reference
to what the numbers mean:
• Plastic #1: PETE or PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate). Accepted by
most curbside recycling programs
and these items can be downcycled
into tote bags and polar fleece.
• Plastic #2: HDPE (High Density Polyethylene). This plastic is
mostly found in milk jugs, cereal
box liners, and yogurt containers.
These plastics are downcycled into
pens and picnic tables.
• Plastic #3: V or PVC (Vinyl). Used
for food wrap, shampoo bottles,

•

•

•

•

and plumbing pipes, this plastic
is rarely accepted at curbsides
recycling programs. Many of these
plastics still contain phthalates
which are linked to health issues.
This plastic is downcycled into
speed bumps and flooring.
Plastic #4: LDPE (Low Density
Polyethylene). Found in shopping
bags, clothing, carpets, and bread
bags. Curbside recycling programs
have recently started to accept this
plastic which can be downcycled
into trash can liners and shipping
envelopes.
Plastic #5: PP (Polypropylene).
Typically found in yogurt containers and ketchup bottles. This plastic can be downcycled into brooms
and ice scrapers.
Plastic #6: PS (Polystyrene).
This plastic is styrofoam which is
known to be extremely difficult to
recycle. This plastic leaches toxic
chemicals, especially when heated.
So if you get take out in a styrofoam container not only can you
never recycle the container, it is
also leaching chemicals into your
warm food. This plastic is turned
into foam packaging.
Plastic #7: Other. This is a mix of
plastics that contain polycarbonate, which contains BPA--which
is a hormone disruptor linked to
several health issues. You can find
this plastic in iPod cases, sunglasses, and computer cases. It can be
turned into plastic lumber.

But buying the correct plastic
so that it can be downcycled is not
necessarily an answer. In one day, we
make enough new plastic to equal the
amount we recycle in a year.2
What can you do? If you want to
avoid plastics and produce less trash
it is easier to do so by shopping at the
coop. We offer items in bulk. These
items are stored in plastic bulk bins,
but many of the items come from
larger 5, 15, or 50 pound paper bags.
By buying from the bulk bins we are
reducing the amount of smaller packages of that item that would have been
purchased and thrown out. So instead
of buying a bag of rice, grab a paper
bag or a container from home and fill
it from the bulk bin. There are even
more steps you can take to reduce the
amount of trash we produce. Some
easy steps you can take today are:

bring your own bag when you shop!
The more people bring their own bag,
the less companies will ultimately
have to make. Compost your food. By
not putting food in the trash, you can
cut down on the amount of landfill
methane that is put into our atmosphere.5 This greenhouse gas is “72%
more powerful than carbon dioxide.”6
Also, by composting, you’re not using
plastic trash can liners. And lastly, buy
a reusable drinking container. Many
places now sell containers that are
non-plastic. At the Coop we also sell
mason jars that can be converted into
coffee mugs and we also sell metal
straws! Making these three easy steps
can reduce our plastic use significantly.
1
“Five Disturbing Facts about Plastic,” by Emily Main, published July
11, 2012. http://www.rodalesorganiclife.com/wellbeing/plastic-facts
2
“Waste Facts and Reasons to
Act,” by Mary Green, published July
1, 2003. http://greenmary.com/zeroWaste/earth-alert/
3
“Animal Derived Agents in Disposables,” published August 1, 2005.
http://www.genengnews.com/gen-articles/animal-derived-agents-in-disposable-systems/1090/
4
“The Numbers on Plastic Bottles:
What do Plastic Recycling Symbols
Mean?,” by Mike Barrett, published
Feb. 6, 2013. http://naturalsociety.
com/recycling-symbols-numbers-plastic-bottles-meaning/
5
Landfill Gas to Energy Plant
Opens in St. Louis,” by Jeff McIntire-Stratsburg. http://sustainablog.
org/2012/09/landfill-gas-to-energyplant-opens-in-st-louis/
6
“Compost vs. Landfill: Does
it Really Make a Difference?,”by
Robin Shreeves. http://sustainablog.
org/2008/12/compost-vs-landfill-doesit-really-make-a-difference/

News from the Packaging Department
We at the Potsdam Food Coop, are striving to make your
shopping experience pleasant,
satisfying and educational. We
are constantly on the look-out
for new products that are outside
of the mainstream market, and
we’re happy to share what we’ve
learned with you. Perhaps you’re
looking for products that are gluten-free, diabetic-friendly, vegan,
organic, local, or simply new and
interesting. You can find products
that fit into each of these categories throughout the store.
With the help of our accomplished and entertaining working-owners, we package many
items from whole grains to
chocolate and yogurt covered
snacks into smaller units for you
to buy. You will recognize these

“co-op pack” items by the black
and white labels on them.
The Bulk Department is another
area you can find delicious interesting snacks and whole grains.
We hope to expand our bulk offerings in the future. If you haven’t
purchased from the bulk bins yet
please give it a try!
WHY SHOP IN BULK?
Bins are replenished often, so
ingredients are super fresh.
You can buy as much or as little
as you need, so you can experiment with new products
without getting stuck with something
you don’t like.
There’s much less wasteful
packaging.
Many of our bulk offerings are
organically grown.

You save money because you’re
not paying for commercial packages and labels.
WHAT CAN I BUY IN BULK
AT THE CO-OP?
Rice, grains, sugar, flours, nutritional yeast, beans, trail mixes,
nuts, sweeteners (molasses, honey
and maple syrup), oils, tamari,
and even cleaning supplies such
as laundry and dish soap.
We also have bulk herbs, spices, teas and coffees. If you have
trouble finding a particular item,
please ask any staff person with a
name tag for assistance.
HOW TO SHOP IN BULK
It may not always be practical
but we strongly encourage shoppers to bring their own reusable

bags or containers from home to
refill at the bulk department. If
you don’t have your own container, we provide paper bags for your
use.
Fill the bag with the amount
you want. We have two kinds of
bulk dispensers: gravity bins and
scoop bins. For gravity bins, you
slide the cover, to the opening,
up and let the contents pour into
your bag. This can occur very
quickly depending upon which
product your working with. Feel
free to ask for help if your feeling
hesitant about this process. For
the scoop bins, you simply use
the tethered scoop provided to
retrieve the amount of product
you want.
Write down the number you see
on the bin (the PLU number) on

the bag.
Check out as usual. The cashier
will weigh and price your purchases.
HOW TO COOK WITH WHOLE
GRAINS/BEANS
Our main supplier, United
Natural Foods Inc (UNFI) has
published a great cooking guide
to whole foods. It gives ratios of
food-to-water and cooking times
for all types of dried beans, quinoa, rice and other grains. To see
the full version of it please go to
our website www.potsdamcoop.
com
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Something New to Try
By Andy Peet, Lead Buyer

The natural food industry is
vast and ever changing. We at
the co-op try to stay ahead of the
curve as new exciting products
are introduced to the marketplace
everyday. Recently, a few of us
had the opportunity to see, taste,
and smell the latest and greatest
this business has to offer. We

traveled to the UNFI Foxwoods
Tabletop Show. It’s our biggest
trade show of the year; a massive
two-day event where we got to
sample countless new grocery
items from companies old and
new. Here is a preview of a few
products we enjoyed at the show
and are introducing to the the coop for you to test for yourselves.

First, we have Quinoa Meals
from Cucina & Amore. As you
may know, quinoa contains all
nine essential amino acids that
make it a complete protein, and
it’s high in fiber, Magnesium
and Phosphorus and contains no
cholesterol. We can be sure these
items are healthy, but you may be
surprised by how tasty they are!
We’re bringing in four flavors:
Artichoke Roasted Piquillo, Basil
Pesto, Mango Jalapeno, and Spicy
Jalapeno and Roasted Pepper.
All are natural, vegan, and gluten
free. Cucina & Amore’s innovative packaging makes it easy
to eat healthy on the go. With
no preparation needed, they’re
fully cooked and ready to eat in a
microwaveable container, spoon
included.
Your new favorite treat might
be Little Secrets. These poppable,
shareable, stashable, chocolate
candies pack big flavor in a tiny
bite, made even richer by the fact
the company uses no artificial
ingredients, no flavors or colors,
no corn syrup and Fair Trade
chocolate. My favorite of the four
flavors we’ve introduced is the
peanut butter, but you need to try
for yourself. You can find them by

the checkout counter.
New simmer sauces from
Taste of India have been on our
shelf since July. These delicious
authentic quality cooking sauces
provide a quick and convenient
way to enjoy traditional Indian
recipes. Each shelf stable 15oz
spout pouch contains four generous servings and comes with
a seasoning pack that lets you
manage the spice level according
to your personal taste. Simply add
your protein, simmer and serve.
We have Tikka Masala, Butter
Chicken, Roganjosh, and Korma.
Two thumbs up from this guy!
We have great news for shoppers looking for cheese alterna-

tives! Heido Ho delicious plantbased cheeze has hit the shelf and

has already had an impact in our
vegan section. Heidi Ho Veganics
has created a range of plant-based
vegan cheese alternatives that are
made from sustainably sourced
ingredients, without any additives, fillers, or unnatural preservatives. Made from ingredients
like hazelnuts and chia seeds,
Heidi Ho products are dairy and
gluten-free and many of them are
also soy-free. Try our two flavors
of creamy chia cheeze. It’s great
as a cheese dip straight from the
jar, but don’t stop there - it makes
a mean vegan mac & cheeze, tops
off your nachos like nothing else,
drizzles over broccoli to give it
a blast of cheezy flavor, tops off
baked potatoes to give them a
hearty flair! The only limits to
what you can do with this cheeze
sauce are your imagination and
your appetite! We also have their
Ne Chevre (French for “no goat”.)
It’s the perfect alternative to soft
spreadable goat cheese; a delicious live culture cashew cheeze
that pairs perfectly with your
favorite wines, fruits, chips, and
jams to create flawless appetizers
and snacks. Weather you already
eat a plant-based diet or are just
looking to try something healthy

for you and the planet, this one
comes highly recommended.
This is only the tip of the iceberg for new product coming into
the store this season, so keep an
eye out. I hope you enjoy everything as much as we have. Be sure
to tell us what you think. We want
to know if you think what we
bring in is worth keeping. Also,
keep in mind that each purchase
is like a vote casted in support of
the items you love and want to
see stay. There are always new
product out there ready to take
another’s place on our shelves, so
don’t miss out on a chance to try
something new.

Become a Member-Owner

Join the Co-op!
2% discount for all member-owners. Working one hour per adult in your household will
earn your household a 10% discount for a month. Core workers work three hours per
week to earn a 20% discount. If you are interested in becoming a working member-owner, please give us a call at 315-265-4630.

Shopping for Low Income Members at Co-op
By Erica LaFountain

The new Marketing Committee is going to make 2016 the
year that we proactively engage
low-income community members.
By combining incentives with
outreach, we hope to develop a
mutually beneficial, and more
active dialog with this important
demographic.
With a public perception that
the Co-op is an elitist, or at least
pricey place to shop, this could be
an uphill battle, however we have
some new ideas that may tip the
scales in our favor, and any measures that bring in new shoppers,
members, and dollars are well
worth the effort.
For the purposes of this article
and the new programs we are
considering, a “low-income shop-

per” is one who benefits (or could
benefit) from some sort of federal
assistance, such as SNAP.
How can the Co-op attract more
low-income members?
1. Decrease the cost
The initial cost to become a
Co-op member can be prohibitive
for someone with limited means.
The Marketing Committee has
proposed to the board that people
with low-income have their
annual dues waived, though not
their shares. This would decrease
their initial cost from $25 to $10
(and of course the $10 would
go toward their equity which is
refundable when membership
is terminated). Additionally, we
propose offering low-income
members a 10% discount in the
store.
Such measures would be bound

to bring more members to the
Co-op and encourage them to
spend more food dollars there, as
long as we can get the word out
effectively.
2. Information
I feel strongly that the Co-op,
despite its reputation as an expensive option, is a good place for
people of limited means to spend
their food dollars. Here are some
reasons: There are great deals to
be had in the bulk area, especially
on spices, teas, and staples like
flour and oats. The local produce
is often a bargain and always high
quality. The deli items and new
seating area make it the best place
in town to have a reasonably
priced and healthy lunch using
SNAP. Also, the buying club discount opens up a huge selection
of products to Co-op member/

owners.
This fact deserves its own
paragraph: vegetable seeds and
seedlings can be purchased with
SNAP. This is the single best way
to stretch food dollars if you have
some growing space. The Co-op,
as far as I know, is the only place
in town aside from the Farmers’
Market that accepts SNAP and
sells seeds and seedlings.
Spending SNAP dollars at the
Co-op can keep these dollars in
our community by supporting
local producers and an all-local
staff.
I know the SNAP program has
certain people up in arms, and
some of them might be bothered to find that people use food
assistance to purchase anything
but the cheapest food available.
It’s important to remember that

low-income people care about
their family’s health and their
community. I work hard to produce my own vegetables, eggs,
milk and cheese, which enables
my SNAP dollars to go further
toward purchasing quality foods I
can’t raise. I’m glad our country
offers this program that has enabled me to postpone work while
my children are small without
their diet suffering.
With some good ideas, accurate information, and effective
outreach, I believe we can engage
people of all income levels in
the Co-op community. The more
people we include, the stronger
the Co-op will be.

businesses that support the mission of the Co-op, and in return
for the exposure that they receive
in the quarterly newsletter and on
the website, each business offers
Co-op member/owners some sort
of promotion or discount on their
products or services.
The committee members agreed
that the program was valuable,
but under-utilized, and so they
began their ambitious project by

contacting each of the Business
Partners on the then-current list to
verify their desire to continue in
the program. Encouraged by the
positive response, the committee
went to work compiling a list of
potential new Business Partners
and began contacting dozens
of businesses with the hope of
further expanding the program.
After months of work on the program, the Marketing Committee

is pleased to report that there are
now nine new Business Partners
participating in the program: Acupuncture by Design, Alpine Foam
Insulation, Brick & Mortar Music,
Downtown Sports and Toys,
Farmhouse Forge, Friends of the
Potsdam Library, the Orchestra
of Northern New York, the St.
Lawrence County Arts Council,
and TAUNY (Traditional Arts in
Upstate New York).

In addition to contacting and
recruiting new Business Partners,
the committee has also utilized
the artistic skills of some of its
members and has created new signage and window badges which
participating businesses will
prominently display. This will enable those businesses to advertise
their participation in the program
and will serve as a reminder to
continued on page 7...

Updated Business Partner Program: Unveiled!
By Charlene Dumas

In the fall of 2015, the Coop’s Membership and Marketing
Committee (which has since been
restructured and is now focusing
solely on marketing) identified
the need to revamp the Co-op
Business Partner Program. For
those who may be unaware of this
program, Business Partners comprise a group of local and area
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member/owners to utilize the promotion that the business offers.
The Business Partners will continue to be featured in the Co-op’s
quarterly newsletter, but both the
businesses and Co-op member/

owners will be delighted to see
that the new format includes a list
of businesses by category (retail,
entertainment, health/beauty and
food), each business’s logo, as
well as its discount/promotion,
and a short blurb on one featured

business in each newsletter. Look
for the updated and redesigned
list of Business Partners in this
newsletter! The list of Business
Partners is currently being updated on the Co-op website, and
will also include each business’s

discount/promotion.
The Marketing Committee is
pleased with the positive response
to the Business Partners Program,
and encourages all Co-op member/owners to support these local
businesses while enjoying their

discounts/promotions. Support of
the Co-op and its many Business
Partners is a fantastic way to keep
our local economy vibrant.

By Rose Rivezzi

that cooperate means to help each
other. From this I was able to explain the ways member-owners of
the Co-op cooperate to make the
store a great place to shop; a place
where people can buy healthy
food, at good prices, from local
people when possible.
We discussed how everyone can
shop at this store, but those who
choose to be member-owners can
help in a number of ways. Member-owners can package goods
from big packages into smaller
ones to put on the shelves. They
can help paint or make repairs in
the store when needed. They can
work in the gardens. They can

help at the cash register or in the
bakery. They can help the manager make decisions about the store.
In exchange, they pay a little bit
less for their food when they shop
at the store and they feel a part of
the store’s success.
After our talk under the shade
of the walnut tree across from the
store, the children went in to have
a look around. They were given
tasks to locate a favorite vegetable, a vegetable they had never
seen before, a non-food item, a
repackaged item, an item from
the bakery, a person doing a job,
and so on. After checking out the
bakery, they had a snack before

heading back to daycare.
It was a sweet reminder that
children are not too young to start
learning about the Co-op. The
day after the tour, I pulled into the
parking lot on my bike and one of
the children from the previous day
yelled out the car window, “Hi,
Miss Rose!” His mother told me
her son insisted she visit the store
so she could see the bakery and
shop too!
The children’s teacher, Brytney
Laird, asked them to share some
thoughts the next day. They said
they learned a lot about “all the
people helping each other and
the store,” “bakers,” and “healthy

foods.” They wanted to find out
more about “eggplants” and “being a store keeper.”
One of the satisfactions of
being an educator is capturing
the essence of a concept and
being able to convey that idea to
a young learner. As I did that for
this group of children, it made
me consider our store in the most
fundamental way. What a simple,
yet lovely, understanding that we
are a community that cooperates
to make this a nice place to shop!

ger problem, GardenShare continues to encourage home gardeners
to donate their surplus. However, as the organization came to
understand more about the issues
surrounding hunger, the dedicated
volunteers involved also realized
that just donating food was not
enough and was not going to
solve the problem. GardenShare’s
work and mission evolved over
the years to take a larger look
at hunger in the context of food
system and economic issues, but
the work to connect low-income
people with locally grown food
never stopped.
GardenShare’s key programs in
recent years have focused on just
that. GardenShare supports all of
the farmers markets in St. Lawrence County with the equipment,
training, and office support to allow the markets to accept SNAPEBT benefits, as well as debit
and credit cards. For the 2016
season, we also raised money to
allow us to double SNAP benefits
when someone uses their card at
the farmers market. GardenShare
also raised money to subsidize

lower-income households purchases of CSA shares. These efforts help families in need access
healthy, locally-grown food, and
also provide significant support to
area farmers.
The organization may be best
known for the Local Food Guide,
an annual magazine promoting
local farms, farmstands, farmers
markets, and other businesses that
focus on local food. The generous advertisers who make this
publication possible also support GardenShare’s anti-hunger
mission.
In the last two years, GardenShare’s volunteer board of
directors has re-focused on that
original hunger-fighting vision
and adopted a new mission statement: GardenShare’s mission is
to solve the problem of hunger
in St. Lawrence County through
policy advocacy work and by
strengthening the food system to
benefit all county residents.
Going forward, in addition
to continuing the above-mentioned programs, GardenShare is
working to bring new awareness

of hunger issues through our
Hunger 101 program, an interactive, role-playing workshop for
groups. GardenShare continues
to build connections and relationships with people who care about
food, hunger, and agriculture
issues, with a long-term goal of
creating a County Food Policy
Council. GardenShare is working
to bring more volunteers to the
table - solving the problem of
hunger will take broad communi-

ty involvement!
Learn more about GardenShare
and how you can get involved at
www.gardenshare.org

Children Shop With Rosie, Learn Cooperative Model
The group of 16 children who
walked over from the daycare
center on SUNY’s campus
understood we need stores today
because people don’t grow all
their own food. They wanted to
tour the Potsdam Co-op, but how
does one explain how this store is
a different kind of store to a group
of four to eight year-olds? That is
what I tried to do one hot afternoon in July.
To explain the idea of the
Co-op, short for cooperative, we
started with the word “cooperate.” They could readily tell me

Sowing Solutions to Hunger

By Gloria McAdam, Executive
Director, GardenShare

GardenShare is marking twenty
years of service to St. Lawrence
County this year. The organization started as a project of the now
defunct North Country Garden
School. The original function
of the GardenShare project was
to reach out to home gardeners
and urge those who had a surplus
of vegetables to donate them to
area food pantries and free will
dinners.
Hunger was then, and continues
to be today, a serious problem in
the county. 20% of our county’s
residents live at or below the
federal poverty level. More than
half of our children are eligible
for a free or reduced-price meal
at school. The county has eight
food deserts - areas with both
low-income and low-access to
food. More than 15,000 county
residents receive assistance from
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly
called food stamps).
Still facing this significant hun-

###
PHOTO: The bounty at most
farmers markets in St. Lawrence
County can be purchased with
EBT/Food Stamps. Photo courtesy of GardenShare

Committee Reports
CO-OP FORWARD

By Marie Richards, Chair
We are a newly formed ad hoc committee with the purpose of strategizing new
ideas for the co-op while maintaining what
is important to our members and keeps
them coming back. The team is in the early
stages and just held its 3rd meeting. We are
sharing our visions, our dreams, and we are
excited! We are focusing on our strengths
and addressing our weaknesses and look
forward to bringing new proposals our
board and to our members.

GOVERNENCE

By Joseph Andriano, Chair
Over the past several months, the Governance Committee has continued with its
charge to review our bylaws, review our
board policy manual, and seek new board
members. In particular, we hired an attorney to give a legal review of our bylaws
and board policy manual, as required by the

board. We are also in the process of making
some tweaks to our election procedure
based on what was learned during February’s annual meeting.

MARKETING

By Erica LaFountain
At the time of writing, we are in the
midst of a transition. What was the Membership and Marketing Committee will
now be the Marketing Committee and will
focus solely on increasing sales. We have
many talented committee members already
involved who can now devote their skills
to attracting new shoppers and encouraging
current shoppers to do a greater portion of
their shopping at the Co-op. The committee
will promote the Co-op and events to the
wider community using available media.
It will also arrange the training of working
member/owners to represent the Co-op at
external events, and solicit speaking engagements before local community groups.
In recent months, we have been working

on a few main projects. We have wrapped
up the Business Partnership Program (see
new business partner page and accompanying article in this issue). We have arranged
an Instagram Takeover opportunity and
plan to organize Instagram contests in the
near future (see blurbs in this issue). We are
working on reaching employees at local institutions to encourage them to explore the
Co-op earlier than they might have. And
finally, we are using outreach and incentives to encourage low-income community
members to shop at the Co-op and become
member/owners.

IT

By Eric Ochranek
The IT Committee has been hard at work
creating inventories for software and hardware at the co-op, the goal being to ensure
the co-op is taking full advantage of new
technologies in accounting and reporting.
We’ve also begun the process of analyzing

website traffic in order to provide a better
online experience. New features will be
added to website soon, including the ability
to lookup up a PLU number. Finally, you’ll
be able to identify that bag of mystery
spice you found hiding in the back of your
pantry!

MEMBERSHIP AND EVENTS
By Pamela Maurer

The Outreach and Events Committee has
been renamed the Membership and Events
Committee. We provide support with all
things related to membership, such as the
annual membership meeting in February,
open house, Baking Fest, Co-op Community Cooks monthly dinners, and in store
samplings. We are seeking more committee
members. We meet the 1st Wednesday of
the month above the bakery. Please contact
Pamela Maurer at 265-0850 or email pamela36@gmail.com.
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